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Goals of seminar

• Examine common assumptions of therapists about 

porn and its use, and clarify misconceptions

• Learn how to support both partners when a couple is 

in conflict about porn use

• Learn how to help couples discuss relationship deficits 

that they’re avoiding via conflict about porn

• Learn how to help individuals who are too involved 

with pornography

• Discuss inadequacies of the “porn addiction” model



Question?

Just type into the box below the slides

(broadcast listeners only).

Answers are available 

below the slides.





Good clinical practice suggests that

we shouldn’t pathologize porn use itself.

A less judgmental attitude makes it possible

to use all of our clinical tools.

Does that make us “pro-porn”?







Genuine pain about porn

• “I watch more than I intend to”

• “I feel guilty”

• “I feel inadequate compared to porn”

• “I want a partner with a perfect body”

• “I know she doesn’t like it”

• “I hate keeping a secret”

• “He has a secret life”

• “I feel left out”

• “It’s something I just don’t understand”

• “I feel inadequate compared to porn”

• “I trust him less”



“What do you suppose would happen

if the country were  flooded 

with free, 24/7 porn?”

Labor Day, 1999

2018

Now we know—

if we’re willing to look.



Every new technology is adapted 

for sexual purposes

• Printing press

• Rubber

• Nylon

• Film

• Downtown 

electrification

• Cars

• Credit cards

• The internet

• Smartphones 

• Photography



So disruptive technologies present 

society 

with two challenges:

1. Deal with the new technology

2. Deal with the new form of sexual 

expression



porn use → w/d from relationship

think of porn during sex →     

dissociate during sex

Common model of how porn 
affects consumers



Competing model of how consumers 
are involved with porn (1)

x→ w/d from relationship → porn use

x → dissociate during sex → 

think of porn during sex



Competing model of how consumers 
are involved with porn (1a)

x→ w/d from relationship 
↓
porn use

x → dissociate during sex  
↓
think of porn during sex



X can be…

• OCD, depression, bipolar disorder

• Resentment or mistrust

• Sense of inadequacy

• Shame, guilt, or anxiety

• Cultural confusion

• Partner sex isn’t satisfying—boring, painful, frustrating 

• Over-entwinement

• Trauma, PTSD

• Inhibited sexual desire

• Couples conflict 
* non-sexual: money, parenting, inlaws 
* sexual: birth control, preferences, logistics



Most common configuration of 

pornography & relationship

relationship

pornography  

use



What most male & female consumers 
say about porn use

• Aid to masturbation

• Validates self-image as sexual, vision of a sexual world

• Looks like abundance

• Know it’s a fantasy (& know the tropes)

• It’s easier than a troubled relationship

• It’s no substitute for a good relationship

• They don’t necessarily think of porn during partner sex

• They value actors’ self-acceptance & enthusiasm

• Their partners’ feelings about it are confusing

• They don’t tell others to avoid it



We—and our patients—

could be more curious 

about the contrast between 

users who experience porn pain-free, 

and their partners in pain about porn.   



Why some people prefer 
masturbating w/porn to partner sex

• The sex is more satisfying

• Ongoing conflict in the couple

• No performance anxiety

• Control of the experience

• Lack of agreement on sexual routines

• No startup cost after long absence of couples sex

• No contraception or disease prevention struggles

• No fertility conflicts



Most patients (& couples) would rather 

not discuss these painful issues.

Are we raising them in session?

Or are they too uncomfortable 

for us to raise?



The painful reality of 

long-term monogamy:

Typically, the sex gets less frequent, 

less intimate, less interesting, 

less nourishing.

All while one or both partners may be 

getting more invested in the couple.



Conflict about pornography 

(including claims of porn addiction)

can be a way a couple 

avoids discussing this.



NARRATIVES ABOUT PORN USE



When couples argue about porn,

what is the real issue?

Porn? 

Masturbation? 

Sex?

Power?

Fear?



Common narratives 
about partner’s porn use

• It’s about me

• It causes our problems, and is therefore my business

• I know what you think about it & how it affects you

• I’m not desirable enough to compete w/porn images

• Interest in it is not normal

• Use of it is selfish

• I have a right to ban it from our life & my home



That is, 

“Your interest in porn has 

no legitimacy.”

Is that a message we want to support?



Let’s remember that 

each person is responsible for 

whatever narratives they 

create/maintain about 

themselves or their partner.

Porn is not responsible for this.



Porn is a convenient target

• You don’t seem so excited with me.

• You have low desire for me.

• You have erection/orgasm difficulties with me.

• I don’t feel attractive.

• I feel embarrassed about my body.

• I don’t feel very sexual.

• I don’t feel comfortable initiating or responding.

• I don’t feel as emotionally connected with you 

during sex as I’d like.



Common myths about pornography

• Most pornography is violent or women-hating

• Porn steals consumers from their partners

• Porn use leads to anti-social behavior

• Porn industry promotes child porn

• Most participants in videos are emotionally damaged

• Actresses are trafficked, abused, or harmed 

• Reducing porn watching → higher desire for partner



2000 2017

Sexual assault

Divorce

Child sexual 
exploitation

Availability of 
pornography

Pornography → Social Problems?

(schematic)

Sources: FBI, CDC, & 

Crimes Against Children 

Research Center 



“Well, don’t look at me. You’re the one who told them

to make themselves at home.”



POWER STRUGGLES



A common way 

couples relate to pornography:

power struggles 



How much of the pornography issue 

is unspoken discomfort about 

masturbation? 

If A doesn’t want B masturbating, 

there’s little point in 

discussing pornography.



Is porn a form of infidelity?

• Don’t get involved in definitions

• Legitimize pain without taking sides

• Remind each partner: polysemicity

• Ultimately, “infidelity” is just a label

• Power struggle—who controls partner’s 

eroticism?

• Power struggle—who controls the couple’s 

narratives?



Calling it infidelity is a way of avoiding 

talking about what’s going on:

“I’m in pain about X.”



A common configuration of porn use 

within a relationship:

“I have the right to forbid you 

from using it.”

which means

“You better keep it secret.”



Do we generally support 

unilateral action or demands

in a couple 

when the content is not porn?

“I forbid you from knitting.”

“You may not hang 

your family’s pictures on the wall.”



Nuts & bolts of power struggles

• Does she have the right to a porn-free house?

• Does he have the right to masturbate? To fantasize?

• How do they negotiate the contract?

• What if they can’t agree on a contract?

• What is the relationship behavior complaint?

• Which partner is actually obsessing on porn?



“Did you remember to do everything I asked, even the small things 

I said casually that didn’t sound like real requests?”



To be most helpful, 

we need to know exactly what 

someone is objecting to.

What problem are they trying to solve?

Whatever the problem, 

eliminating porn is only one of 

many options.

We generally prefer that couples 

choose solutions together, right?



“PORN ADDICTION”?



Some people masturbate to porn 

instead of resolving their depression, 

anxiety, loneliness, asperger’s, or 

attachment problem.

Let’s not assume 

they can’t make another choice. 



Some people are over-involved w/porn 

in a desperate attempt to 

stay in a relationship in which they feel 

sexually dissatisfied or emotionally hungry.

Their partner (or we) may disapprove 

of this strategy, 

but the pain—and the intention—

may be completely sincere.



Self-test for pornography addiction (25 Q)

• I have purchased sexual products online. 

• I have searched for online sexual material through a search tool.

• I have participated in sexually related chats. 

• I have masturbated while on the Internet. 

• I have stayed up after midnight to access sexual material online. 

• I sometimes use cybersex as a reward after a stressful day.

• I have met with someone I met online for romantic purposes. 

• I use sexual humor and innuendo with others while online.

• No one knows I use my computer for sexual purposes. 

• I have tried to hide what is on my computer or monitor. 

• I use the Internet to experiment with sexuality, such as 

homosexuality. 



The diagnostic criteria for sex/porn 

addiction are synonymous with 

American culture regarding sex

• Guilt

• Shame

• Secrecy

• Denial

• Fear of loss

• Sexually ignorant or illiterate

• Fear that “I’m not normal”

• Conflicted about monogamy

• Using sex to self-medicate

• Lying to mate



“Porn addiction”?
• Any healthy porn use?

• Differential diagnosis? 

• Validated diagnostic criteria?

• Feeling out of control ≠ being out of control

• For this patient, why is porn easier than relationship?

• How much of this diagnosis is about masturbation? 

• What (if any) fantasies are OK?

• What is “sobriety”? Why?

• Difference between mental fantasy & visual porn?



Current Sexual Health Reports, 2014

Archives of Sexual Behavior, 2013

Religiosity & shame about sexuality

predicts perception of 

“I’m a porn addict.”



“No, no, that’s not a sin, either.  

Wow, you must have worried yourself to death.”



Challenging neuro-voodoo

• Of course the brain lights up 

• No data re masturbating without porn

• Majority of brain studies to date done on rats

• No data that brain changes are permanent

• No data re: ED-porn link, or that ED is increasing

• No theory re: who isn’t collapsing from porn

• Rate of marriage & cohabiting is staying steady

• Women watch porn; what is neuro-effect on them?



OVER-INVOLVEMENT W/PORN



When people are too involved with porn

• Not a homogeneous group

• Differential diagnosis: OCD, bipolar, borderline, 

Asperger’s, ADHD, anxiety, PTSD, etc.

• Does person have a sex partner? Why not? 

• Why is s/he concerned about their porn viewing?

• Does content of porn matter? How varied is it?

• Is he connected to real life in any way? Isolated?

• Is the over-involvement w/porn or w/masturbating?

• Shame or guilt about sex beyond porn?



Porn, desire, & arousal

• Wanting to increase own desire

• Wanting to increase partner’s desire

• Mourning partner’s lack of interest

• Wanting to enjoy state of arousal

• Wanting to enjoy more intense arousal

• Wanting to validate the ability to get aroused

• Arousal as wish for stimulation, antidote to boredom

• Arousal as difficult-to-resist stimulation

• Porn-watching as habitual



Asking specific questions

• Specific circumstances of watching

• What does he watch; how much variety

• How does he feel about watching what he does

• Does he enjoy ejaculating; feelings about semen

• How does he feel about his body, his arousal pattern

• Why protect partner from this part of his life

• How does he like his sex life; why not change it

• Any religious or moral issues about sex

• Assess porn literacy



If it isn’t porn addiction, what is it?

1. Diagnosable mental condition

2. Repetitive poor decision-making



We already know how to treat 

diagnosable mental conditions

& repetitive poor decision-making:

Therapy

(and perhaps medication)

Why would we think 

we need a different treatment?



Therapy for repetitive 

poor decision-making

• Understand the ecology

• Get details about the experience

• What’s the function of the behavior?

• How does it feel afterwards?

• What keeps patient from thinking about 

consequences?

• Does the content have meaning? What?

• What is patient’s explanation?



Growing beyond sexual 
impulsivity/compulsivity

• Learn how to self-soothe

• Accept that sex changes over time

• See partner as ally, not controller

• Identify and resolve existential issues

• Realize sex can’t solve all problems or fill all needs

• Develop other parts of self, other interests

• Be more willing to take own needs seriously

• Be more willing to communicate about sex, other 

things



What if we saw “addictive” symptoms 

as a statement of 

“I don’t know how to get what I want”?

or 

“I don’t know how to arrange 

to feel the way I want to?”

or
“I don’t know what I want, 

but I want to feel differently”?



Many clients look outside themselves 

when they want to change how they feel: 

Alcohol/drugs/food

Criticizing partner or others

Numbing out: TV, internet, shopping, etc.



Over-use of pornography is sometimes  

another version of that.

The primary treatment for this is 

therapy.



Treating over-use of porn

• Sometimes we don’t

• Challenge the pathologizing—by self, others 

• Ask what patient wants sexually; either help him get it, 
or accept that he won’t

• Resolve guilt and shame (sex, body, fantasies, etc)

• Medication when appropriate

• Couples counseling; conflict resolution skills

• CBT for internet disability or other phobias

• Investigate substitute sexual patterns

• Therapy to enhance self-soothing & self-esteem; 
reduce anhedonia, self-loathing, self-defeating 
narratives  



COMPETITION?



“If you can fantasize about 

a beautiful young woman, 

why would you focus on me?”

Check on the woman’s self-image 

as a sexual object.



“I can’t compete with those women”

• They’re not “women,” they’re actresses; cf 

competing w/Katherine Hepburn or Scarlett 

Johansson (or John Wayne or George Clooney)

• If partner doesn’t want you, it’s not because 

you’re not like an actress

• If you can’t accept your body & sexuality, don’t 

blame porn

• If there’s competition, it’s with masturbation

• If it’s competition with actresses, it’s with their 

characters’ enthusiasm & self-acceptance—

which you can develop & express



This is an existential issue.

We all must come to terms with our 

mate not being 

Hugh Jackman or Jennifer Lopez,

Michelle Obama or Tom Stoppard.



TREATMENT



Notes about porn

• Porn is a content issue like any other

• Porn has no meaning; people give it meaning

• The porn consumer deserves a voice

• Most porn use doesn’t violate explicit agreement

• Don’t support unrealistic agreements or attempts

• Don’t get pulled into “is porn good or bad?”

• Rigidity around porn is rigidity—for either partner

• No one gets to read someone else’s mind

• What’s the anger/fear/loneliness about?

• What’s the payoff of labeling partner “addicted?”

• No one has the “right” to a porn-free home 



If someone is behaving badly 

around porn, 

don’t blame the porn.

If a person is hostile, thoughtless, 

indifferent, passive-aggressive, 

impulsive, depressive, or clueless,

or controlling, suspicious, non-sexual, 

self-righteous, or cold, 



…talk about that rather than porn.



The most important thing to remember 

about porn:

Real sex doesn’t feel like porn looks.



Questions about this program?

see 

https://shop.martyklein.com/faq

Questions about other webinars?

see

www.martyklein.com/training-webinars



Next webinar:

March 23, 2018

Low desire, high desire: 

Counter-intuitive approaches to 

desire discrepancies

information:

www.martyklein.com/training-webinars/

low-sexual-desire



“To make your sex life better,  

read this guy’s book.”

--Psychology Today

“Your work on sex & porn  

addiction makes me feel sane.”

--Dan Savage, 

Savage Love Podcast

@DrMartyKlein

www.SexEd.org

Klein@SexEd.org

http://www.sexed.org/

